
 

 

Steel Soccer – Ball Mastery 
11v11
Category: Technical: Attacking skills 
Difficulty: Academy Sessions 

 

 
  
 
 

Starting Activity (15mins) 
 

Set Up:  
Small sided scrimmage 3v3 / 4v4 games  
Aim: 
Allow players to free play in a no fear environment   
Coaching Points:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Technical (15mins) 
 

Set Up:  
x2 Players per cone with a ball each.  
Coach should go through x3 moves for the players to 
perform 1st time the players perform the move - the ball is 
still  
Once players understand and are able to do the moves when the 
ball is still allow them to do the move while moving the ball around 
their cone 
Practice both ways with both feet  
Moves (session 2)  
Inside the foot chop and move away  
Cruyff turn  
Outside the foot chop  
Aim:  
To give players plenty of opportunity to perform the moves 
while building the complexity up slowly  
Coaching Points:  
Exaggerated body movement  
Low centre of gravity  

 
 

Technical 2 (15mins) 
 

Set Up:  
Two groups working towards the middle cone.  
They should then practice the moves that they have done over 
the last 2 final third sessions  
Run up to the cone and perform the move and go back ot 
the same side  
Inside the foot chop and move 
away Cruyff turn  
Outside the foot chop  
Run up to the cone and perform the move and carry on to the 
other side  
Step over  
Scissors  
Fake pass  
Aim:  
To give opportunities for players to use the moves to move away 
from defenders  
Coaching Points:  



 

 

Move into space quickly   
Shield the ball when required  
 

 
Wide goal 1v1 (15mins) 
 
Set Up:  
Group of defenders & attackers 
Defenders pass the ball into the attackers  
The attackers then drive with the ball to one of the wide goals 
in front of them  
If the defender gets across to block on goal off they can 
change direction to attack the other wide goal  
If the defender wins the ball then they can attack the goals  
Aim:  
To attack the goals  
Extra points when performing any of the moves practiced 
during the final third sessions  
Coaching Points:  
1st touch into space  
Drive and be positive  
If the defender gets across - change direction  
Exaggerate moves  
 

 
3v3s (15mins) 
 
Set Up:  
3v3  
Extra goals for anyone that performs a move worked on within 
the session  
Aim:  
Encourage players to perform moves worked on within the 
session. Do not worry about where they are perfoming the skill 
(for example near their goal) Emphasis should be on How to 
perform the skill  
Coaching Points: 


